DEPUTY HEADTEACHERS’ CONFERENCE 2017
Friday 6 October 2017 – Weston Homes Community Stadium

226 delegates attended the conference
161 evaluation forms were received and analysed

Did the conference meet its objectives?
How good was the venue?
What is your overall impression of the
conference?

Poor
0
0
0

Has the conference improved your knowledge?
Has the conference improved your confidence?

Okay
5
1
0

Yes
153
139

Good
72
50
66

No
0
8

Excellent
83
109
90

Evaluating the Speakers

Please evaluate the sessions you attended.
Andrew Hall – Effective safeguarding

Poor
0

Okay
1

Good
59

Excellent
102

Steve Phillips – Working with pupils with challenging
behaviour
Nadia Mendoza – Raising self-esteem and well-being
of children
Andy Best – Analyse School Performance

0

1

15

60

0

18

47

30

6

41

55

12

Jane Hewitt – Learning through a lens

0

3

8

23

Sir John Jones – The magic weaving business

0

0

5

188

The number of ticks don’t always equate to the total number of evaluations – Sir John got a huge
number ticks on some evaluations!

Your comments

























Excellent – first one I’ve been to. Looking forward to the next.
Thank you for another fantastic day. I always look forward to this
conference – it’s full of thought-provoking and motivating speakers.
Really engaging speakers – very relevant. Thank you for the extra
seating!!
An outstanding conference. What inspiring speakers and workshop
providers.
Lovely to meet other deputies and chill plus loads of info too. Strong
links running through from key speakers and workshops. Very
impressed with how dietary needs were met without prior knowledge.
Thank you so much.
A brilliant day out! Thank you for organising.
Andrew Hall was inspirational – practical and inspiring. Layout was so
much better – thank you for all your hard work – much appreciated.
Thank you for a fantastic day. The tables were a big hit! Almost as good
as Sir John’s delivery.
Thank you for these inspiring speakers.
Thank you. If only we could have done all workshops!!
As always, an inspirational day. Thank you.
So much better having tables rather than rows. Thank you Pam for
another worthwhile day – great speakers/workshops but time also to
meet up with colleagues.
Sir John Jones was a wonderful speaker!
Great day – v informative. Lots to go back to school and act on.
Each speaker was really well prepared. The data talk was just too
rushed, as there’s so much to fit in!
Sir John Jones – amazing! (Never have I laughed and cried in a
presentation. Amazing!)
Thoroughly enjoyed the day – learnt a lot from passionate, inspiring
people. Will be taking back a lot to my school.
An informative, fun, thought-provoking day. Thanks. Amazing last
session.
Steve was very current – great. Jane was inspiring – thank you! Lunch
was healthier – thank you! Wonderful final speaker.
Workshop A –some great tips andvery passionate.
A very informative day.
Thank you! Very inspiring day. Thank you for your great organisation.














Challenging behaviour – excellent presentation and tips to take back to
the school setting.
Much better layout with tables to sit at and enjoy lunch – thank you for
listening. Another great conference!
Super day – taking away lots of lovely ideas. Thank you!
Jane Hewitt – absolutely fabulous.
Andy Best – amazing, simple, calm delivery – makes ASP seem easy!
Thank you, a super day – very inspiring 
Very energising finish from Sir John. Best afternoon speaker out of the
conferences I’ve been to.
Sir JJ – thank you for igniting passion again and bringing tears to my
eyes. Could listen to you all day.
What a positive, nice way to finish. He (Sir John) made me cry twice – I
never cry at things!
Very passionate and experienced speakers who delivered very powerful
and inspirational messages.
Inspirational. I now want to do my job in the best way I can! Thank you.
Thanks for a great day – see you next year!

We listened to concerns last year about space in the venue and rearranged the
seating and tables to ensure that the delegates were cabaret style. This worked really
well and the change in layout was much appreciated.
Next year we will have to sort out the air-conditioning!

